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ABSTRACT
We use two hydrodynamical simulations of the self-consistent evolution of molecu-
lar clouds (MCs) undergoing global hierarchical collapse (GHC), one with and the
other without feedback from the photoionising radiation from massive stars, to study
the effect of this feedback on the structural and kinematic properties of the gas and
the stellar clusters (SC) formed in the clouds. Under GHC, gas at every size and
mass scale accretes from the next larger scale via filaments, and star-forming regions
consist of a main hub and secondary sites in the filaments, which form small stellar
groups. Because of the accretion onto the star-forming clumps and hubs, their mass
and star formation (SF) activity increase with time until a very massive star (M ≈ 30
M) is formed. During this period, the evolution of the two simulations is very sim-
ilar (implying that the feedback from low mass stars does not affect the cloud-scale
evolution significantly) and the star-forming region accretes faster than it can convert
gas to stars, thus keeping the instantaneous measured star formation efficiency (SFE)
low even in the absence of significant feedback. Afterwards, the ionising feedback first
destroys the filamentary supply to star-forming hubs and ultimately removes the gas
from it, thus first reducing the SF and finally halting it. In addition, the ionising feed-
back also affects the initial kinematics and spatial distribution of the forming stars,
because the gas being dispersed continues to form stars for some time and the stars
it forms inherit its motion. In the non-feedback simulation, the groups remain highly
compact and do not mix together while, in the feedback run, the dispersal of the gas
causes each group to expand, and the cluster expansion thus consists of the combined
expansion of the groups, rather than a coherent radial expansion away from the main
hub. Most secondary star-forming sites around the main hub are also present in the
non-feedback run, implying a primordial rather than triggered nature. However, we do
find one example of a peripheral star-forming site that appears only in the feedback
run, indicating it was triggered by the expanding shell through the collect-and-collapse
mechanism. However, this appears to be the exception rather than the rule. The net ef-
fect of the photoionising feedback in our simulation is to globally reduce and ultimately
terminate star formation, while simultaneously smoothing the spatial distribution and
the kinematics of the cluster stars.
Key words: gravitation – hydrodynamics – stars: formation – galaxies: star clusters:
general – ISM: clouds
1 INTRODUCTION
Stellar groups are the result of star formation (SF) happen-
ing within dense molecular gas. However, it remains a chal-
lenge to have a complete description for the origin and the
structural properties of stellar clusters (SCs), such as mass
? E-mail: a.gonzalez@irya.unam.mx
segregation, density profiles, age gradients and histograms,
hierarchical structure, etc.
From the observational point of view, great advances
have been achieved in the study of kinematics of SCs with
data from surveys like GAIA-DR2 (Kounkel et al. 2018) and
APOGEE-2 (see e.g., Hacar et al. 2016; Da Rio et al. 2017;
Kounkel et al. 2018). In particular, Da Rio et al. (2017)
found evidence for kinematic subclustering and by study-
ing the kinematic properties through radial velocities they
© 2018 The Authors
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found also some evidence for ongoing expansion; Hacar et al.
(2016) have suggested that for most of the Orion A cloud,
young stars keep memory of the parental gas substructure
where they originated, and Kounkel et al. (2018) have identi-
fied distinct groups of stellar objects with ages ranging from
1 to 12 Myr within the Orion Complex. These authors also
found subclusters and reported that, while in Orion D and
λ Ori the motions of the stars are consistent with an expan-
sion process, Orion B is still in the process of contraction.
Finally, Kounkel et al. (2018) also suggest that the proper
motions in λ Ori are consistent with a radial expansion due
to a supernova explosion. These features require a coherent
explanation within current models of formation of SCs and
the MCs where they were formed. In particular, it is impor-
tant to determine the role that stellar feedback from massive
stars plays on this.
On the theory side, a variety of numerical models of
star formation in the interstellar medium has been used to
explain the properties of SCs following the complete evolu-
tion of molecular clouds since their own formation to the
formation of a stellar group within the region. In particular,
the effect of different sources of feedback and the position-
ing of the sources has been a matter of intense research.
(see e.g., Bate 2009; Va´zquez-Semadeni 2011; Col´ın et al.
2013; Dale et al. 2013, 2014; Iffrig & Hennebelle 2015, 2017;
Ko¨rtgen et al. 2016; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2017; Colling
et al. 2018; Haid et al. 2018; Grudic´ et al. 2018a; Zamora-
Avile´s et al. 2019b). In particular, Haid et al. (2018) showed
that the relative impact of stellar winds and ionising radia-
tion depends on the stellar mass considered but even more
strongly on the properties of the ambient medium, for re-
gions characterized by the CNM, ionising radiation is the
relevant source of feedback to take into account.
One important aspect, which perhaps has not received
sufficient attention, is the need to investigate clouds in which
both the geometry of the clouds and the positioning of
the ionising feedback sources arise self-consistently, in or-
der to avoid unrealistic setups. Numerical simulations of
the formation and evolution of the clouds in the presence
of self-gravity indicate that the clouds engage in global hi-
erarchical collapse (GHC; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2019,
and references therein), forming filamentary accretion flows
that transfer mass from the large to the small scales (e.g.,
Heitsch et al. 2008, 2009; Smith et al. 2009; Go´mez &
Va´zquez-Semadeni 2014). For example, clouds formed self-
consistently by collision of diffuse gas streams tend to be flat-
tened and porous, with warm, diffuse gas “pockets”, rather
than roundish and isothermal, and to develop turbulence due
to the combined effect of various instabilities (e.g., Walder
& Folini 1998; Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 1999; Hennebelle &
Pe´rault 2000; Hennebelle et al. 2008; Audit & Hennebelle
2005; Heitsch et al. 2005, 2006; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al.
2006). A realistic shape and porous constitution may be es-
sential for the correct simulation and dispersal of the clouds,
as discussed by Col´ın et al. (2013), Dale (2015), and Rey-
Raposo et al. (2015).
In this paper we study structural properties of stellar
clusters and the gas around them using hydrodynamical sim-
ulations in which the clouds have formed and evolved self-
consistently from the collision of oppositely-directed streams
of diffuse warm gas, with an additional moderate turbulent
component to break the symmetry of the stream collision
setup. The clouds then follow an evolutionary path consist-
ing of growth, onset of global hierarchical collapse (GHC),
accelerating star formation, cluster formation and cloud dis-
persal, as described in Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. (2019).
In these simulations, we test the role of stellar feedback
in shaping the properties of resulting stellar clusters and
the gas that led to its formation and evolution. For this,
we use hydrodynamical simulations presented first in Col´ın
et al. (2013, hereafter Paper I) and then studied in the con-
text of cluster formation in Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. (2017,
hereafter Paper II). We use the LAF1 simulation described
in Paper I (for “large-amplitude fluctuations, feedback on”),
focusing, in particular, on the cluster labeled G1-2 in Paper
II. In the present paper, we investigate the effects of feed-
back in detail, by including the non- feedback counterpart
of the LAF1 simulation, denoted LAF0. Besides pinpointing
the precise effect of the feedback on the cluster structure.
Our results can additionally help to test the GHC scenario
of MCs by testing its ability to form realistic clusters, and
predict their observed properties.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2.1 we
present our simulations and describe the main physical pro-
cesses included in the numerical code, and in Sec. 2.2 we
discuss the procedure to analyze cluster properties. Next, in
Sec. 3 we present our main results, which include an analy-
sis of the feedback effect on gas, stars, and the SFR in the
SC. In Sec. 4 we discuss the implications of our results and
their comparison with other studies. Finally, in Sec. 5 we
summarize our findings and present our conclusions.
2 NUMERICAL SETUP AND METHOD
In this section we first describe the numerical simulations,
albeit only briefly, as they have been already described in de-
tail in Paper I and Paper II, to which we refer the reader for
further details. We then describe the cluster-identification
algorithm.
2.1 Simulations
We use the Hydrodynamics+N–body Adaptive Refinement
Tree (ART) code (Kravtsov, Klypin & Khokhlov 1997;
Kravtsov 2003) to run the simulations. The initial condi-
tions consist of two cylindrical streams that collide within a
256 pc numerical box. The gas properties of the uniform
background resemble the conditions of the warm neutral
medium: it has a uniform density n = 1 cm−3 and temper-
ature T = 5000 K; the streams, with the same density as
that of the background, travel at a speed of 5.9 km s−1 each,
a subsonic velocity (0.8 Mach number) with respect to the
adiabatic sound speed of the warm medium. The head-on
collision of the streams promotes a transition to the cold
phase, forming dense MCs. A turbulent initial velocity field
with rms velocity dispersion of 1.7 km s−1 is added in order
to break the symmetry of the colliding streams.
As the simulation evolves, and once the mass is redis-
tributed forming cold dense regions, the simulation allows
up to five refinement levels, reaching a minimum cell size of
0.0625 pc (≈13 000 au). Cells in the mesh are refined when
the gas mass within the cell is greater than 0.32 M. It is
important to note that the cell’s mass can reach much larger
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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values than this ‘refining mass’ after the maximum refining
level is reached due to our probabilistic SF scheme (see 2.1.1
below).
As described in Paper I, we modified our original version
of ART such that our simulations include: i) a new proba-
bilistic SF prescription; ii) self-gravity from gas and stars; iii)
parametrized heating and cooling, and iv) an ionisation feed-
back prescription by massive stars. We use the cooling and
heating functions provided in Koyama & Inutsuka (2002),
Λ(T)
Γ
= 107 exp
(−1.184 × 105
T + 1000
)
+ 1.4 × 10−2
√
T exp
(−92
T
)
cm3 (1)
Γ = 2.0 × 10−26ergs−1. (2)
This particular parametrization differs from the one pre-
sented in Koyama & Inutsuka (2002) since we have included
the corrections to the typographical errors that appeared in
the original version, as discussed in Va´zquez-Semadeni et al.
(2007). Under the conditions imposed by these functions the
gas is thermally unstable in the density range 1 . n . 10
cm3.
2.1.1 Star formation: a probabilistic approach
For each timestep of the coarsest grid, when the gas density
n in a grid cell exceeds a density threshold nSF, a stellar
particle (SP) with mass mSP may be placed in the cell with
a probability P. Indeed, depending on the value of P, there is
a non-zero probability (1-P) of not forming an SP, even when
the density cell reaches nSF. If this is the case, then the gas
accretion into the cell continues for several timesteps until
a SP is created. When an SP finally forms, it acquires half
the gas mass of its parent cell, and does not accrete further.
Thus, our probabilistic prescription allows the formation of
SPs with different masses. In Paper I it was shown that the
resulting mass distribution of the SPs is a power law with
an exponent than can be tuned depending on the value of
P. In particular, it was found in Paper I that, for P = 0.003,
the slope of the SP mass distribution (the simulation’s IMF)
in run LAF1 simulation went from −1.21 at ≈ 6 Myr after
the SF starts, to −1.34 at the end of the evolution, ≈ 21 Myr
after the first star was formed, thus resembling the Salpeter
IMF. Also, for our fiducial setup, with five refinement levels,
P = 0.003, and nSF= 9.2×104 cm−3, the minimum SP mass in
the simulation was mSP = 0.39 M, while the most massive
has mSP = 61 M by the end of the simulation.
We also use the non-feedback counterpart of LAF1 sim-
ulation, labeled LAF0 in Paper I, as a ‘control simulation’
to test feedback effects. In this simulation, the most mas-
sive SP has mSP ≈ 100 M at its final time. As the SPs in
our simulations have stellar masses, hereafter we will refer
to them simply as ‘stars’.
2.1.2 Feedback scheme
For simplicity and cleanliness, in our simulation with feed-
back, we only consider a sub-grid model of UV photoionising
radiation from massive stars. This choice is partially justi-
fied by the fact that a number of studies have concluded that
this form of feedback is likely to be the dominant form of
energy injection into giant molecular clouds (GMCs) lead-
ing to their dispersal (e.g., Matzner 2002; Haid et al. 2019).
Nevertheless, in a future work we plan to test other feedback
sources.
For computing the ionising feedback from massive stars,
in this work we first determine the size of an Hii region
around the massive stars. To do that, we compute the Stro¨m-
gren (1939) radius corresponding to the star’s mass as
RS ≡
(
3
4pi
S(M?)
αn2LOS
)1/3
, (3)
with S(M?) the ionising flux produced by a star of mass M?,
α = 3.0×10−13cm3s−1 the hydrogen recombination coefficient
and nLOS a uniform line-of-sight (LOS) characteristic den-
sity in the Hii region computed as the geometric mean of the
density at the site of the star, nSP, and the density at the
test grid cell, ntc, so that nLOS =
√
nSPntc. In Paper I it was
shown that this simplified prescription reproduces correctly
the expansion of an Hii region, although it neglects the effect
of “shadows” behind clumps. Nevertheless, our results are
consistent, for example in measured global star formation
efficiencies, with those obtained from simulations with full
radiative transfer implemented (e.g., Zamora-Avile´s et al.
2019a). For S(M?) we use tabulated data provided by Diaz-
Miller, Franco & Shore (1998). We assume that only stars
with masses greater than 1.9 M inject any significant feed-
back into the ISM.
Once RS is computed, we assign a temperature of 104 K
to all cells whose distances d to the star such that d < RS ,
and we turn off the cooling in these cells to avoid that very
dense cells radiate their thermal energy too quickly. This
thermal state will last for a time ts which depends on the
mass of the star according to:
ts =
{ 2 Myr if m∗ ≤ 8M
222 Myr
(
m∗
M
)−0.95
if m∗ > 8M
(4)
For stars with m∗ lower than 8 M, this time character-
izes their stellar wind phase, while for stars with m∗ greater
than 8 M, ts is a fit to their lifetimes as given by Bressan
et al. (1993). Note that with this feedback prescription we
are accounting for non-local radiation effects: ionising pho-
tons from massive stars affect not only the parent cell where
a star was born, but all the nearby cells within RS .
2.2 Procedure
A number of SCs were formed in the simulated box (see
Paper II for its general description). In this work we select
the G1–2 group to show the effect of the feedback on the
gas distribution and on the stars around the SC. For sim-
plicity, henceforth we will refer to G1–2 group as G2. This
was born in a region clearly detached from other star form-
ing regions and allows us to start the analysis with an un-
ambiguous membership identification of the stars. Another
filamentary-like star forming region which appeared in the
LAF1 simulation will be the subject of a future analysis.
We will use the center of mass of the stellar cluster,
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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denoted CMs, to compute its properties. As the stars are
the source of photoionisation feedback, the center of mass
of the stellar distribution represents the natural framework
to compute its effect on the surrounding gas distribution. In
Paper I we made an effort to determine, at each snapshot
in the simulation, the membership of stars to the G2 cluster
disregarding runaway stars to update CMs in subsequent
time steps. Instead, for simplicity, here we include in our
analysis all the stars that were born clearly within the star
forming region first identified at t ≈ 19 Myr in the LAF1
simulation, and follow their evolution over ≈ 10 Myr.
Given the center of mass of the stellar distribution, we
compute several properties of the gas and stars within dif-
ferent radii to analyze the imprint of stellar feedback on
them. Thus, we are not constraining our analysis to a par-
ticular region, such as the region within the radius of the
group, since we do not attempt to define such radius. Ob-
viously, the center of mass depends on the stars considered
but, given our approach to measure the cluster properties at
different radius, and the fact that the differences on the lo-
cation of the center of mass when we exclude runaway stars
are minimal,1 we do not expect that avoiding the definition
of a radius group shall affect our results.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Indirect effect of the feedback on the stars via
the gas
In Fig. 1 we show the spatial stellar distribution of the simu-
lated cluster G2 in the runs without (LAF0, left panels) and
with feedback (LAF1, right panels) at four different times
(from top to bottom, t = 22.5, 25.0, 27.5 and 29.1 Myr since
the start of the simulations). These correspond to times
tage ≈ 3.7, 6.2, 8.7 and 10.2 Myr since the formation of the
first star in the group. The gas density is color coded in the
figure according to the color bar in each panel.
Fig. 1 directly illustrates one of our main results: once
massive stars are born, feedback becomes dominant and not
only sweeps the gas out of the stellar cluster ∼ 5 Myr after
the formation of its first star (see the right panel in the sec-
ond line in Fig. 1 where an Hiilike region can be identified),
but it also strongly affects the spatial distribution of the
stars, which is much more extended by the final time in the
run with feedback (see the right panel at the bottom in Fig.
1) than in the run without feedback. In the latter, the cluster
is tightly concentrated within a region of ≈ 2 pc of radius,
with only a few smaller subunits clearly detached from the
main cluster appear in the surroundings. Thus, feedback not
only disperses the gas, but induces a more scattered initial
configuration of the cluster which is not only due to the re-
duction in the gravitational potential of the region once the
gas is removed. In addition, the gas being pushed away from
the main hub continues to form stars for some time, and
therefore those stars form at more distant locations from
1 The distance between the center of mass that include the run-
away stars (our fiducial approach) and the center of mass com-
puted excluding such stars is within the innermost radius used
in this work to compute stellar and gas properties at all times
during the 10 Myr of evolution of the G2 cluster.
the CM than in the case without feedback. For example, in
Fig. 1, the circles indicate the position of a clump/stellar
group that in the run without feedback (left panels) under-
goes a close encounter with the stellar group in the main
hub, orbiting around it and producing a tidal tail of stars.
The same clump in the run with feedback is pushed sideways
by the expanding shell around the main hub, and thus never
undergoes the close encounter with the hub and its stars.
The effect of the feedback is also manifest in that, in the
non-feedback run LAF0, after 10 Myr of evolution since the
formation of the first star (bottom left panel), the accretion
along the filament onto the main hub continues, with the fila-
ment being as dense and well defined as at the start. Instead,
in run LAF1, the dense gas has been almost completely evac-
uated in the neighbourhood of the cluster, with only traces
of gas being left at the sites of secondary cores/groups.
Finally, the well-known effect of the stellar cluster ex-
panding as the gas is removed due to the loss of the latter’s
gravitational potential (e.g., Tutukov 1978; Lada et al. 1984;
Baumgardt & Kroupa 2007; Parmentier et al. 2008) is also
clearly seen in Fig. 1, which shows that the stellar distribu-
tion in the run with feedback is much more extended than
that in the run with no feedback. In this case, the stellar
expansion begins to be clearly noticeable ∼ 8 Myr after the
formation of the first star.
3.2 Masses of the most massive stars
The truncation of the gas supply along the filaments in the
feedback run, LAF1, has the additional consequence of lim-
iting the masses of the most massive stars that form. Specif-
ically, the most massive star formed in the whole numerical
box of run LAF1 has 61 M, while in run LAF0 it reaches
100 M. If we consider only the star forming region around
G2, the most massive star in LAF1, formed ≈ 5 Myr after
SF began, has ∼ 30 M, while the most massive star in run
LAF0 has ≈ 60 M, and forms around 8 Myr after the on-
set of SF. A stellar particle with a mass similar to that of
the most massive star in LAF1 is formed more than a Myr
before in run LAF0. Thus, feedback delays even more the
formation of massive stars by controlling the accretion onto
the star-forming hubs and clumps.
3.3 Hierarchical cluster assembly
The formation of smaller subunits or subgroups occurs in
both runs, but as feedback “inflates” the stellar distribution,
the subunits merge more rapidly in run LAF1, while they
remain more clearly separate in run LAF0. Nevertheless,
traces of their separate origins are still seen as local density
enhancements in the resulting cluster. Also, it is important
to note that the different secondary sites begin forming stars
at different times. This is shown in Fig. 2, where we plot
the 3D radial distance r of each star (colored points) with
respect to the centre of mass of the G2 cluster (points in
blue) as a function of the time elapsed since the formation
of the first star, tage. Only stars that were born within the
G2 cluster at each time were used to compute the centre of
mass. Thus, we explicitly exclude stars that form in a clearly
different gas clump, even if they eventually merge with the
G2 population.
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Without feedback With feedback
Figure 1. Non-Feedback (left panels) vs Feedback run (right panels) comparison of the G2 cluster in the simulated box at times
t = 22.5, 25.0, 27.5 and 29.1 Myr since the start of the simulations. These times correspond to tage ≈ 3.7, 6.2, 8.7 and 10.2 Myr since the
formation of the first star in the group. The color bar indicates the gas number density in cm−3. The ruler indicates a scale of 15 pc.
Black dots represent individual stars born within the densest gas clumps. Ionising feedback from massive stars sweeps the gas out of the
star forming region showing ring-shaped features in the gas distribution ≈ 5 Myr after the formation of the stellar group (second panel
from top at the right) and clear the region from gas after ≈ 10 Myr (bottom panel at the right). Ionising feedback has a strong effect too
in the spatial stellar distribution: the simulation including feedback forms more extended stellar clusters than the one without feedback.
The circles indicate the position of a clump/stellar group that in the run without feedback (left panels) undergoes a close encounter with
the stellar group in the main hub, but is pushed sideways by the expanding shell around the main hub in the run with feedback and thus
avoids the close encounter.
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Figure 2. Stellar particle distribution as a function of tage, the elapsed time since the start of the formation of the cluster, for the
run without feedback (LAF0, left panel) and the run with feedback (LAF1, right panel). The dots represent individual stars, and are
colored according to their membership to the various subgroups, subG1 (cyan dots), subG2 (magenta dots), subG3 (grey dots), subG4
(orang dots), subG5 (red dots) and subG6 (green dots, only in the right panel). The stellar groups formed in run LAF0 are extremely
concentrated (left panel), so some of them never merge with the others, while all groups merge in run LAF1, indicating that feedback
promotes the mixing of the stellar populations by affecting their kinematic properties (right panel). Note also that one subgroup (green
dots) forms at late times in run LAF1 that does not have a counterpart in run LAF0, constituting one (somewhat exceptional) instance
of feedback-triggered star formation.
As is shown in the right panel of Fig. 2, six subgroups
form in the simulations that end up comprising group G2.
We will refer to them as subG1 (cyan dots), subG2 (ma-
genta dots), subG3 (grey dots), subG4 (orang dots), subG5
(red dots) and subG6 (green dots). In run LAF1, subgroups
subg1 and subG5 fall onto G2 some time after their forma-
tion, while subgroups subG2, subG3 and subG6 are close
enough to G2, that at late times, stars formed within these
subgroups mix with the G2 population, without properly
“falling” onto it. And viceversa, some stars from the central
hub have been ejected, so at late times they have reached
the locations of these subgroups. Subg4 is the outermost sub-
group formed in this region of the numerical box, appearing
∼ 20 pc away from the centre of mass of G2. Thus, we define
the star forming region around G2 (SFRegG2) as the one
that encloses all these subgroups; basically a 20-pc sphere
around G2. This is somewhat arbitrary, but we will use it
just to characterize the outskirts of G2, and our results do
not depend sensitively on this choice.
Most of the subgroups form in small (“secondary”) col-
lapsing sites within the filaments of dense gas that feed the
main cluster G2. They started as small groups of stars con-
fined to a small area, but a few megayears later they are
dispersed due to the effect of feedback, either local, or from
the main hub. SubG2 is the extreme case of this situation:
as soon as feedback disperses the gas around G2, it also af-
fects the stars constituting subG2, practically destroying it
within a few megayears. Thus, in general, feedback from mas-
sive stars causes an expansion of the stars and, as a result,
it facilitates the mixing of populations from different sub-
groups. Thus, possible “primordial” age gradients (Va´zquez-
Semadeni et al. 2017) might be blurred by this process. It is
easy to verify that feedback from massive stars is the cause
of this effect by comparing the left panel (run without feed-
back) with the right one (fiducial run including feedback)
of Fig. 2: the subgroups form in both simulations, but are
more tightly concentrated in run LAF0 in comparison to run
LAF1. Thus, their populations never mix in LAF0, contrary
to what occurs in LAF1 (compare the radial extents of each
group in the two panels of Fig. 2).
3.4 Dense gas consumption or removal?
The evolution of the SCs discussed above depends funda-
mentally on the amount of dense gas available to form stars
at a given time. This reservoir depends on the accretion rate
into the region, consumption to form stars (quantified by the
SFR) and dispersal or evaporation due to feedback. In this
work, we do not distinguish between dispersal and evapora-
tion, and instead consider them together, referring to them
generically as gas removal.
In order to determine how much gas is available to form
stars as a function of time, the left panel of Fig. 3 shows
the amount of dense gas (ndens > 100 cm−3) enclosed within
spheres of radius r = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 20 pc from the center
of mass of G2 for the two simulations. For comparison, the
right panel of this figure shows the mass in stars within the
same spherical regions.
As shown by the solid curves in the left panel of Fig.
3 (which denote the feedback run, LAF1), at time tage ∼ 5
Myr, when the first very massive (M = 30 M) star forms,2
an important qualitative change in the behaviour of the
feedback simulation occurs: before that time, the mass in
dense gas had been consistently increasing throughout re-
gion SFRegG2. However, after that time, the dense gas mass
begins to decrease until there is no more dense gas in the
innermost parts of SFregG2 at tage ≈ 10 Myr. Thus, the gas
is either fully consumed by star formation or fully removed
2 Before that time, the most massive star in the region had a
mass M = 4.1 M.
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Figure 3. Left: Evolution of the dense gas mass enclosed within radii r = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 20 pc from the center of mass of G2. The solid and
dotted lines respectively show the results for the simulations with (LAF1) and without (LAF0) feedback. The effect of feedback from
massive stars in the dense gas mass distribution is clear at ≈ 5 Myr after the formation of the first star (t = 0 in this figure). Right:
Evolution of the stellar mass in the same spherical regions as in the left panel. The stellar mass is seen to stop increasing or even decrease
in the run with feedback, while it continues to increase at an accelerated pace in the run without feedback.
by feedback within a radius of ∼ 4 pc over a span of another
∼ 5 Myr. On the other hand, in the non-feedback run LAF0,
the dense gas mass simply continues to increase within all
of the radii considered.
Note that the onset of the decrease of the dense gas
mass occurs at later times for spheres of larger radii (see,
for example, the curves for r = 16 and 20 pc—black and
grey curves, respectively—in Fig. 3). This is indicative of
the expansion of the Hii region around the main hub, and
implies a velocity ≈ 11 km s−1. It is important to note that
the massive stars responsible for the ionising flux in the re-
gion were born just before the dense gas mass begins to de-
crease in the central parsec. That is, there is a time during
which the star-forming region can accrete and grow essen-
tially unimpeded, before the massive stars form. After this,
the region is dispersed essentially in the crossing time of the
sound speed in the ionised gas.
We define the dense gas mass removal rate from sphere
of radius r as
ÛMg,dense = −
∆Mg,dense(r)
∆t
+
∆M∗(r)
∆t
≡ −∆Mg,dense(r)
∆t
+ SFR(r),
(5)
where the masses are computed inside radius r, ∆t is the
elapsed time between two consecutive snapshots in the sim-
ulation (∼ 0.14 Myr), M∗(r) is the mass in stars within radius
r, the changes in the masses are computed over the time in-
terval ∆t, and the second equality defines the star formation
rate within radius r, SFR(r). By including the instantaneous
SFR in the balance to compute ÛMg,dense we account for gas
consumption by conversion to stars. This also avoids spuri-
ous contributions by previously existing stars that enter or
leave the spherical region.
As defined by Eq. (5), negative values of ÛMg,dense im-
ply that accretion is more important than dispersion and
star formation. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows that, in the
non-feedback run LAF0, ÛMg,dense is always negative, mean-
ing that the region always accretes faster than it can convert
gas to stars, explaining the continued dense mass increase
at all radii seen in Fig. 3. Instead, in run LAF1 (right panel
of Fig. 4), the two stages are again clearly identified. In the
first, accretion of dense gas predominates, until the time
when sufficiently massive stars appear and feedback begins
to dominate, defining the beginning of the second stage, rep-
resented by positive values of ÛMg,dense, in which dense gas
removal dominates over accretion. Note that this does not
mean that accretion is halted instantaneously, but only that
the balance between accretion and removal begins to be re-
versed.
3.5 Evolution of the star formation rate
The effect of the feedback on the SFR is one of the fun-
damental questions in the problem of how star formation
self-regulates. In the top panel of Fig. 5 we show the evo-
lution of the star formation rate as defined by the second
term of the right-hand side of eq. (5), using a sufficiently
large radius r to encompass all of the star formation in re-
gion SFRegG2 in the two simulations. In both runs, the SFR
is extremely intermittent (bursty) over the entire evolution.
However, in the feedback run LAF1, the SFR first increases
with time, reaching a maximum at tage ≈ 4.5 Myr, and then
it begins to decrease on average, until dense gas is depleted
and star formation is fully quenched in the region. Instead,
in the non-feedback run LAF0, as long as gas accretion goes
on, the SFR continues to grow in time, and reaches higher
values than in run LAF1. By the final time shown, tage ∼ 10
Myr, the mass in stars in region SFRegG2 in run LAF0 is
∼ 2.3 times larger than the corresponding mass in run LAF1
and is still increasing (see the right panel of Fig. 3), while it
has stopped incrreasing in run LAF1, and the SFR has shut
off (Fig. 5). The situation is essentially the same for the cen-
tral group G2 only (middle panel in Fig. 5). This is because
most of the star formation activity in the whole SFRegG2
occurs in the clump that gives rise to G2. Specifically, ∼ 87%
and 91% of the total mass in stars within SFRegG2 were
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Figure 4. Evolution of the dense gas mass rate of change ÛMg,dense within spheres of radius r = 2 pc, 8 pc and 16 pc. Run LAF1, with
feedback (right panel), shows two clear stages during the first 10 Myr of stellar cluster evolution: a strong collapse stage at the beginning
( ÛMg,dense < 0, gas accretion), and a gas removal stage once stellar feedback becomes important ( ÛMg,dense > 0).
formed in G2 after 10 Myr of evolution in runs LAF1 and
LAF0, respectively.
The difference in stellar mass between the two runs (a
factor ∼ 2.3) by the final times (tage ∼ 10 Myr) shown in Fig.
3 may seem too low to provide any effective self-regulation
of star formation. However, what happens is that, in the
non-feedback run, star formation continues for a long time
after the last times shown in this figure, as can be inferred
by the fact that the stellar mass is not only still increasing in
run LAF0 at that time, but it is doing so at an accelerated
pace. Instead, SF has been almost completely quenched by
the feedback at this time in run LAF1, and no new stars are
forming in the region. But, comparing the gas and stellar
masses at tage = 7 Myr, at which these masses are still similar
in the two simulations, we see that the instantaneous star
formation efficiency,
SFE(t) = MS(t)
Mdense(t) + MS(t)
, (6)
is ≈ 4% in LAF1 and ≈ 6.5% in LAF0, since Mdense ≈ 5800M
in both runs, while MS ≈ 250M in LAF1 and MS ≈ 400M
in LAF0. So, at this time, the SFE is still quite low in the
two simulations, and consistent with observations. This is
due to the multi-timescale nature of the hierarchical col-
lapse and the corresponding acceleration of SF (Va´zquez-
Semadeni et al. 2019). In order for the non-feedback run
LAF0 to more thoroughly convert its gas to stars, signifi-
cantly longer timescales would be required.
The bottom panel of Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the
SFR for the stellar subgroups formed within SFRegG2 (cf.
Sec. 3.3) but clearly separate from G2 at almost all times. As
is the case for the whole G2 cluster, SF is quenched in most
of the subgroups in the feedback simulation LAF1. This is
exemplified by the curve for subG2, which indicates that SF
is halted in this subgroup at tage ≈ 7 Myr, which corresponds
to ∼ 2 Myr after feedback starts to sweep the gas out from
the central region (see the solid magenta line in the left panel
of Fig. 3). Thus, the quenching of SF is dominated by the
feedback from the most massive star, and, for more distant
groups, quenching begins once the expanding shell around
that star has engulfed the region containing each group.
3.6 Cluster expansion
At the same time when SF is quenched in subG2 (tage ≈
7 Myr), the right panel of Fig. 2 shows that the stars in
this group (magenta dots) begin to expand. This is therefore
clearly an effect of the removal of the gravitational potential
of the gas from the group, because the group has existed
since ∼ 4 Myr before, so that most of its stars are already in
place, and it does not expand much at all in the non-feedback
run LAF0. The same effect occurs for all other secondary
sites, and so, as can be seen from the right panel of Fig. 2,
the combined expanding motions of the main group and the
subgroups produce a net expansion of the cluster, but not
as a simple radial expansion from the central star-forming
region, but rather as a hierarchical expansion, resulting from
the combined expansion of all groups.
Additionally, the group indicated by the circles in Fig.
1, which is represented by the red dots in both panels of
Fig. 2, is seen to completely fall onto the center of mass by
tage ≈ 10 Myr in run LAF0, while its members remain at an
average distance of ≈ 2 pc from the center of mass in run
LAF1. This is a pre-gas-removal effect, since in this case, the
gas clump is first pushed away from its infall path by the
passing expanding shell and then it forms stars. Therefore, in
general, the expansion of the cluster is the combined result
of two effects: one is the well known effect of the removal of
the remaining gas in regions that have already formed most
stars, reducing the gravitational potential after it has formed
stars. The second is the indirect injection of momentum to
the stars by the feedback, via pushing the gas from which
they are forming.
3.7 Triggering versus inhibition
An important question about the feedback is whether and
to what extent does is trigger subsequent star forma-
tion episodes in nearby regions, as originally proposed by
Elmegreen & Lada (1977). In relation to this question, we
focus on the formation of group subG6 (green dots in the
right panel of Fig. 2) in run LAF1. This group has no coun-
terpart in the non-feedback run. This group forms at a dis-
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Figure 5. Instantaneous star formation rate SFRt as a function of
time for (from top to bottom): the star forming region around G2
(SFRegG2, r < 20pc), the G2 group, and for the four subgroups
formed farthest from G2 (see Figure 2). It does not matter if we
consider the whole region around G2 (SFRegG2) or just the in-
ner four parsecs around G2, SFRt increases with time peaking ∼5
Myr after the first star was formed, then it decreases; and clearly
the non-feedback run (dashed lines) are forming stars at a higher
rate than the respective regions in the run that include ionising
feedback from massive stars (solid lines). SFRt for the subgroups
(bottom panel) shows that sometimes feedback just stops the for-
mation of stars (see subG2 and the respective curve for the simu-
lation without feedback), and sometimes it triggers SF, as is the
case for subG6, which does not even have a counterpart in the
simulation without feedback.
tance ∼ 9 pc from G2 and at a time tage ∼ 7.6 Myr (∼ 2.6 Myr
after feedback started affecting gas and stars in the central
parsec of G2). An animation of the LAF1 run (not shown)
shows that, as the expanding shell collides with another in-
falling filamentary stream, a locally gravitationally unstable
clump forms, giving birth to subG2. However, this is the
only instance of stimulated star formation we have found in
the simulation with feedback, suggesting that this is not the
dominant mode of secondary star formation. Instead, all the
other subgroups form also in the non-feedback run, indicat-
ing that their appearance was not triggered by the feedback
from the main hub, but rather was just the manifestation
of the small-scale, low-mas peripheral collapses in the GHC
process. In this sense, triggering in our simulation appears
to be the exception rather than the rule.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Implications
The results presented in the previous section have a num-
ber of implications for the study and understanding of the
structure and evolution of young stellar clusters. These can
be summarized as follows:
First, our finding that most of the secondary star for-
mation sites in the periphery of the main hub are primor-
dial rather than triggered suggests that the vast body of
star-forming sites that are proposed as the result of trigger-
ing (e.g., Elmegreen & Lada 1977; Peng et al. 2010; Samal
et al. 2014; Ochsendorf et al. 2015; Duronea et al. 2017;
Rugel et al. 2019; Panwar et al. 2019, see also the review by
Elmegreen 2011 and references therein) may actually con-
tain a large fraction of cases where the star-formation activ-
ity would have occurred anyway, with no need for triggering.
The GHC scenario implies that the star-forming sites in the
clouds exhibit a hierarchical nesting, in which a main star-
forming hub is expected to be surrounded by lower-mass
star-forming sites (Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2009, 2019).
Since the main hub eventually produces massive stars, the
Hii regions they produce will eventually engulf the lower-
mass sites, and appear as if their star-forming activity may
have been triggered by the expanding shells. Although we
do not include supernovae in our simulation, a similar effect
is expected to occur for cases where the trigger appears to
be a supernova explosion (e.g., Kounkel et al. 2018). These
authors note that proper motions in the λ Ori region imply
a radial expansion, and that the traceback age of this ex-
pansion exceeds the age of the youngest stars near the outer
edges of the region. They thus conclude that the formation
of those stars may have been triggered by a supernova ex-
plosion when their parent regions were at half their present
distance from the cluster centre. According to our results,
the triggering is not indispensable, and the stars likely could
have formed at that location even without the passage of a
shell.
In addition, according to our results, the most impor-
tant effect of the passage of an expanding shell through a
secondary star-forming site is the removal of most of its gas,
with the corresponding triggering of the expansion of the
stars already formed there. Thus, we propose that, for sub-
groups undergoing local expansion, the local traceback age
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of the sub-group may indicate the time of the shell passage,
rather than being an indication of a triggering event.
Finally, our result that the gas mass in the whole region
increases faster by accretion than it decreases by conversion
to stars has the unexpected implication that part of the ob-
served smallness of the SFE, as defined in eq. (6) is not
entirely due to a low rate of conversion to stars, but also to
the fact that the star-forming regions themselves are accret-
ing mass from their environment, keeping the ratio in the
right-hand side of eq. (6) low. This is a crucial implication
of the accretion at all scales in molecular clouds expected to
occur in the GHC scenario (Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2019).
4.2 Comparison with previous work
The evolution of clouds and their star formation activity
in the GHC scenario incorporates features of various mod-
els previously presented in the literature. The fundamental
premise of the GHC scenario (Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2019)
is that the clouds are evolving in near pressure-less collapse,
because they contain a large number of Jeans masses. Nev-
ertheless, the clouds do contain moderately supersonic tur-
bulent motions which cause nonlinear density fluctuations.
Therefore, the collapse is extremely non-homologous, and
regions of different density evolve on their respective col-
lapse timescales. These timescales are, however, longer than
the standard free fall time, tff = 3pi/(32Gρ), because strongly
anisotropic objects collapse on timescales longer than tff by
factors that depend on the aspect ratio (Toala´ et al. 2012;
Pon et al. 2012). Since the collapse is nearly pressureless,
anisotropies are amplified, producing filamentary accretion
flows that feed the main star-forming hubs, although sec-
ondary, lower-mass star formation occurs along the filaments
as they become locally Jeans unstable (Go´mez & Va´zquez-
Semadeni 2014). These filaments are thus “conveyor-belt”
type of flows, as proposed by Longmore et al. (2014).
In addition, the primary star formation activity in the
hubs and the secondary activity in the filaments leads to a hi-
erarchical process of star formation, in which various groups
are formed, thus being analogous to the hierarchical cluster
formation proposed by a number of groups (e.g., Fellhauer
et al. 2009; Grudic´ et al. 2018b). Our simulations are com-
plementary to those of the latter authors, because, on the
one hand, we consider a self-consistent formation and turbu-
lent driving of the clouds and stellar particles that represent
individual stars, while they considered initially spherical, ro-
tating gas configurations, and their sink particles represent
stellar groups. On the other hand, those authors considered
a wide rang of cloud column densities, while we consider only
one case, corresponding to Solar-neighborhood-type clouds.
In particular, Grudic´ et al. (2018b) considered many cases
of densities so high that photoionising radiation alone is un-
able to destroy the clouds, a case we do not encounter in our
LAF1 simulation.
The GHC scenario represented by our simulations also
implies an acceleration of the star formation process, due to
the global gravitational contraction, with the correspond-
ing increase of the mean cloud density and decrease of the
mean free-fall time (Zamora-Avile´s & Va´zquez-Semadeni
2014; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2019). The conclusion of an
increasing SFR has also been reached by Lee et al. (2015);
Murray & Chang (2015); Caldwell & Chang (2018), although
Murray & Chang (2015) specifically suggest that the in-
crease is due to local rather than global collapse, arguing
that there is no observational evidence for global, cloud-scale
collapse provided by P Cygni profiles toward GMCs on scales
larger than ∼ 10 pc. As discussed in Va´zquez-Semadeni et al.
(2019), we emphasize that, according to the GHC scenario,
the infall does not occur with a near-spherical geometry and
thus should be not searched by line-of-sight accretion tracers
such as P Cygni profiles, but rather through filamentary ac-
cretion flows, and these are routinely observed now on scales
up to 10 pc or more (e.g., Schneider et al. 2010; Kirk et al.
2013; Peretto et al. 2014; Tackenberg et al. 2014; Hacar et al.
2017; Chen et al. 2019). The larger-scale accretion flow from
cloud to filaments, suggested by the simulations (Go´mez &
Va´zquez-Semadeni 2014) is indeed more elusive, because it
occurs on lower-density gas for which the gravitational ve-
locity is lower, and thus more “polluted” by the turbulent
background (Camacho et al. 2016), but nevertheless a global
velocity offset between peripheral 12CO and internal 13CO
has been detected for a number of clouds by Barnes et al.
(2018).
Our result of a quick destruction of the molecular cloud
after the first very massive star appears is consistent with
the result by Kim et al. (2018) that the destruction of a
MC occurs within 2 –10 Myr after the onset of radiation
feedback. In our case, it occurs at 5 –10 Myr depending of
the star forming region within the numerical box. Similarly,
Dale et al. (2012) found that photoionisation disperses the
neutral gas around 3 Myr before the explosion of the first
supernovae in clouds of mass 104–105 M. Kim et al. (2018)
also report that neutral gas is ejected at a typical velocity of
∼ 6-15 km s−1. Although we do not track the velocity of the
dense gas directly, we do find (Sec. 3.4) that the dense gas
is removed from the region at a velocity ≈ 11 km s−1 from
the position of the massive star.
In relation to observations, it is interesting to cast our
results in the context, for example, of those by Ginsburg
et al. (2016). These authors found that, in the W51 mas-
sive proto-custer clumps, the feedback from massive stars
may be insufficient to halt star formation in the clumps, but
may be capable of shutting off the large-scale accretion onto
them. Although our star-forming hub SFRegG2 is not as
massive, the images of Fig. 1 suggest that indeed the fueling
of the hub is destroyed earlier than the hub itself (see the
second and third panels from the top on the right column),
suggesting a similar mechanism.
Our numerical results are also consistent with the time-
line of GMC evolution found observationally by Chevance
et al. (2020) in the PHANGS-ALMA survey (Leroy et al.,
in prep.), finding that GMCs disperse within 1-5 Myr once
massive stars emerge. As seen in Figs. 1 and 3, the gas within
20 pc of SFRegG2 is dispersed within ∼ 5 Myr in our simu-
lation. Moreover, Chevance et al. (2020) also conclude that
the total lifetime of GMCs is 10–30 Myr, and their final in-
tegrated star formation efficiency is 4–10%. Our simulation
results are fully consistent with these numbers: the lifetime
of the cloud is <∼ 30 Myr, as can be seen from the fact that
the first star forms at t ∼ 19 Myr after the beginning of the
simulations, the first destructive massive star appears ∼ 5
Myr after the first star, and the cloud is destroyed ∼ 5 Myr
after that, for a total of ∼ 30 Myr of evolution. This is an
upper limit to the cloud’s lifetime, since the cloud becomes
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massive enough to be considered a GMC some ∼ 10 Myr
after the start of the simulation. Thus, a better estimate of
the lifetime of our cloud is ∼ 20 Myr, fully within the range
found by Chevance et al. (2020). Also, the final SFE of our
cloud is ∼ 5%, also fully within the range of their findings.
We conclude that our simulation if fully consistent with their
observational constraints.
4.3 Caveats
Although our simulations have the big advantage of forming
stellar particles with masses of individual stars thanks to our
probabilistic star formation prescription, the mass sampling
of the IMF does not reach the low-mass part of the IMF,
since the minimum stellar mass we have is ∼ 0.3 M, im-
posed by our numerical resolution. For a typical IMF, about
half of the total stellar mass is in stars with M < 3 M.
It is not clear, however, whether our simulation is missing
that amount of mass, or has deposited it into the stellar
mass range it develops. In any case, the stars that do form
have the correct mass distribution, and thus the cluster N-
body dynamics can be trusted. Moreover, in regards to the
effect of momentum injection to the stellar component via
the gas while it is forming stars, if the effect is efficient for
the higher-mass stars, it should be even more so for the
lower-mass ones. Finally, regarding the total amount of en-
ergy injected, this does not depend on the lower-mass stars.
Thus, we conclude that our results should not be seriously
affected by our star-formation prescription, and is anyway
more accurate than schemes in which the sink particles have
masses corresponding to small clusters.
The other important caveat is the usage of our strongly
simplified prescription for injecting the feedback energy. Al-
though in Paper I we presented a test of the method in the
standard problem of the expansion of an Hii region in a
uniform medium, showing that the numerical solution was
always within ∼ 30% of the analytical solution. In addition,
the fact that our results are in qualitative agreement with
those of other groups, as discussed in Sec. 4.2, suggests that
our implementation captures the essential physics. Never-
theless, it is clear that our method has limitations, and we
intend to test our results in a forthcoming paper using a
full radiative-transfer simulation with the probabilistic star
formation prescription.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have used two hydrodynamical simulations
of MCs undergoing global hierarchical collapse (GHC), with
and without feedback (LAF1 and LAF0, respectively), to
investigate the effects of the feedback on the shaping of the
cluster, removal of the dense gas, and the primordial or trig-
gered nature of the peripheral star formation activity. We
focus on a region in the simulation labeled SFRegG2, which
contains approximately 104 M in dense gas, and which
forms stars in a hierarchy consisting of a main hub, denoted
G2, and several peripheral subgroups. A key ingredient of
our numerical simulations is the sub-grid model for star for-
mation, which allows the stellar particles to have realistic
stellar masses, with a Salpeter slope, in the range 0.39–61
M, with each star feeding back at the rate corresponding to
its mass. This allows us to have a realistic implementation of
feedback from massive stars, and also a realistic description
of the cluster dynamics.
We found that the evolution of the two simulations is
quite similar until a very massive (M ≈ 30 M) forms, at
tage ∼ 5 Myr after the formation of the first star in the clus-
ter. After that time, the expansion of the Hii region formed
by this star dominates the dynamics of both the gas and the
stars in the region, causing the feedback run to behave very
differently from the non-feedback one. Our main results are
as follows:
• Because gas is funneled to the star-forming hubs and
cores by the filaments, the amount of material available for
forming the most massive stars is also limited, causing the
most massive stars in run LAF1 to be less massive than the
corresponding ones in run LAF0. Also, these most massive
stars in run LAF0 appear at a later time than their less mas-
sive counterparts in LAF1, suggesting that more massive,
denser clumps are necessary to form more massive stars.
• Before the feedback from the very massive star begins
to dominate, the mass accretion rate onto the star-forming
region SFRegG2 is larger than the rate of gas consumption
by star formation, so that the mass and density of the re-
gion increase, and the measured instantaneous SFE given by
eq. (6) remains low, in spite of the star formation activity
occurring with virtually no opposition from feedback.
• Most of the peripheral, low-mass star-forming sites form
also in the non-feedback run LAF0, indicating they are of a
primordial nature, rather than triggered by the passage of
the expanding shell of the Hii region. We have found only one
case of truly triggered star formation (i.e., a star forming site
that occurs in the feedback run but not in the non-feedback
one), out of a total of 6 peripheral regions. This also implies
that the net effect of the feedback on the SFR is to quench it,
although locally it is possible to find examples of triggering.
• After feedback begins to dominate, the dense gas is re-
moved from the star-forming region SFRegG2 at a veloc-
ity ≈ 11 km seg−1, as indicated by the times at which the
dense gas mass contained within successively larger spheres
around the central hub begins to decrease. The net flux of
dense gas becomes outwards-directed, as shown in Fig. 4,
reversing the previous trend of the hub’s mass increasing
faster by accretion than it could consume its mass by star
formation. During this stage, both the gas mass and the
SFR in the region begin to decrease, although the onset of
this decrease “propagates” outwards at the ejection velocity.
Therefore, secondary star-forming sites in the periphery of
the hub begin to lose their gas and reduce their SFR later
than the central hub.
• The spatial and kinematic structure of the stellar com-
ponent is also strongly affected by the feedback, and not only
because of the reduction of the local potential well caused
by the removal of the dense gas. An important simultaneous
mechanism is the injection of momentum to the star-forming
gas in the peripheral sites by the expanding shell. In the non-
feedback run, these sites are generally falling onto the main
hub along the filaments, but the passage of the expanding
shell partially counteracts this motion, reducing or reverting
the infall. Therefore, the subgroups end up not having very
large infall speeds towards the main hub, and instead have
smaller, more random velocities.
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• The two previous results remove the concern about the
GHC scenario raised by Krumholz et al. (2019, Sec. 3.4.1),
that the stellar motions should be directed radially inwards
before gas is expelled, and outwards after gas is removed.
This criticisms arises from an oversimplification of the GHC
scenario, ignoring its hierarchical nature and picturing it as a
globally monolithic collapse. Our simulations show that the
combination of the scattered nature of the hierarchical star
formation region, with a main hub and several secondary
neighboring sites, together with the “braking” of the infall
by the pressure of the dominant Hii region implies that: a)
There is no strong global radial motion of the subgroups in
relation to the central hub before the gas removal, and b)
According to the discussion in Sec. 3.6, after each subgroup
begins to lose its gas, the locally dominant expansion mo-
tion is with respect to its local center, not with respect to
the main hub. The cluster as a whole expands as well, but
as a consequence of the local expansion of each group, not
as a coherent expansion from the central hub. Therefore, the
resulting motions are much more moderate than estimated
by Krumholz et al. (2019) under the assumption of a mono-
lithic, rather than hierarchical, cloud collapse, and thus the
resulting concerns are not applicable to GHC.
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